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Aviator Betting Game by Spribe – How to Play and Win






Nowadays, when every minute counts, instant games are becoming especially popular. Among these games, perhaps the first place is occupied by the crash game Aviator, known to all gamblers.




In this Spribe Aviator game review, we will understand what kind of game it is, where it can be played, give some useful tips and look at popular winning strategies that successful players use.




		

			
			PLAY AVIATOR GAME NOW
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What is Aviator Game Online?




Aviator casino game is a popular crash title launched in January 2019. The developer of the slot is Spribe, one of the most innovative gambling companies. To start in the Aviator game players have to place a bet before the plane flies across the screen. Aviator game online have gained popularity in South Africa, because of its simple gameplay and the chance to win large payouts.




For clarity, we present the basic information about the Aviator bet game in the form of a table:




	⚙️ Developer	Spribe OU
	📅 Year of Launch	2019
	🌐 Official Page	https://www.spribe.co/games/aviator
	🧾 License	UKGC, MGA, Gibraltar GC, Romania NGO, South Africa WCGRB
	🔡 Type	Instant Crash Game
	💸 RTP	97%
	📉 Minimum Bet	0,1 USD ≈ 2 ZAR
	📈 Maximum Bet	100 USD ≈ 2000 ZAR
	💱 Currency	ZAR, USD, EUR, etc.
	⚖️ Fairness	Provably Fair Technology
	🎮 Game Features	In-game Chat, Demo Mode, Bets History, Auto Play, Auto Cash Out





How Does Aviator Work?
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As we have already mentioned, one of the advantages of this popular game is its simplicity. Your task is to have time to press the big «Cash Out» button before the Aviator’s lucky plane flies away. If you have time, your bet will be multiplied by the coefficient at which you clicked on the button. If you didn’t make it, then you lost. Therefore, it all depends on your composure and luck.













Best Casinos to Play Aviator Game Online in South Africa




We bring to your attention a list of reliable online casinos available in South Africa where to play Aviator game. Our experts compiled it based on the positive reviews, the convenience of the functionality, and the popularity of these casinos among players.
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				 Welcome Bonus 				1Win Aviator

								
					4.7/5

				

							

			
					Gamers can use cryptocurrency
	Easy registration process
	Apps for iOS and Android devices, Windows


			

		

		
			+500% on first deposit
			Play Now			
				
					Review				
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				 Welcome Bonus 				Aviator Hollywoodbets

								
					4.6/5

				

							

			
					100% legit in the UK
	There are good withdrawal limits
	The brand is trustworthy and established


			

		

		
			R25 Sign Up Bonus and 50 FREE Spins
			Play Now			
				
					Review				
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								Lottostar Aviator

								
					4.4/5

				

							

			
					Secured with SSL encryption
	South African Rands supported
	Avail bonuses for special rewards and boost your winnings
	Get notified by SMS and email about draw results


			

		

		
			100% first deposit bonus
			Play Now			
				
					Review				
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				 Welcome bonus 				Betway Aviator

								
					4.5/5

				

							

			
					A lot of betting features
	Licensed in South Africa
	Good customer support


			

		

		
			up to R2,000 on first deposit
			Play Now			
				
					Review				
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				 Welcome Bonus 				Batery Aviator

								
					4.4/5

				

							

			
					Fast registration process
	User-Friendly Interface
	Apps for iOS and Android devices
	Gamers can use cryptocurrency


			

		

		
			150% Bonus + 50 FS
			Play Now			
				
					Review				

			

		

	

		






1Win




The gaming portal was founded in 2018. It operates as an online casino, a poker room, and sports betting. 1Win has a Curacao license and positive reviews from such resources as CasinoMentor, CasinoAnalyzer, BestBitcoinCasino, and others.
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1Win has the following advantages:




	A mobile application for Android, iOS, and Windows;
	A large selection of payment methods including Apple Pay and cryptocurrency;
	Bonus program including 500% Welcome, up to 30% Cashback;
	Availability of a demo/real game mode;
	24/7 professional support in English.












HollywoodBets




The gaming portal has been in existence since 2019. It operates as an online casino and sports betting. HollywoodBets has a prestigious UK Gambling Commission license and high ratings from various online sources, such as Casino Guru, as well as positive feedback from players.
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It has the following advantages:




	A large selection of progressive jackpot games;
	Unlimited monthly withdrawals;
	24/7 support in English.












Lottostar




Lottostar is the largest South African gaming portal that offers online casino, sports betting, and lottery services. It is duly licensed by the Mpumalanga Gaming Authority and targeted at the African market.
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Casino advantages:




	A large selection of various gaming content;
	Payment methods focused on the local market;
	Quick registration;
	Customer Support Service.









Betway




This is one of the oldest online casinos founded in 2006. It holds two of the most prestigious licenses from the UK Gambling Commission and the Malta Gaming Authority. Betway offers online casino and sports betting services.
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Betway attracts players with the following benefits:




	A large selection of games and providers;
	A mobile application for Android & iOS;
	A generous bonus program depending on the country;
	Unlimited monthly withdrawals;
	24/7 professional support.









1xBet




This is perhaps one of the largest online casino and sports betting sites, launched in 2007. 1xbet has a license issued by the Curacao Gaming Authority, a lot of positive reviews, and a solid reputation.
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This gaming portal has many advantages, including:




	A huge selection of providers and games;
	A mobile application for Android & iOS;
	Bonus program depending on the country;
	Unlimited monthly withdrawals for euro;
	24/7 professional support.














How to choose the Best Crash Gambling Casino




If you are still in doubt or for some reason you are not satisfied with the gaming portals listed in the previous section, we offer you a list of parameters and criteria that you should pay attention to when looking for an online casino.









License & Registration




One of the most important parameters for selecting a casino is whether it has a valid gambling license. The most common among the casinos is the license of Curacao, and the most prestigious are the permits issued by the UK Gambling Commission and the Maltese Gaming Authority. Gaming portals that do not have a license are better to bypass the 10th road so as not to become a victim of scammers. The registration process is necessary for player identification. Thus, if you want to play Aviator money game, you will have to log in to the online casino of your choice.
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Safety & Security




It is not worth reminding you how important the safety of your funds is. Therefore, choose game portals that use modern data encryption methods. That way you will be calm that your funds and personal data are under reliable protection.
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Banking Options




Find out what payment methods are available at the casino. Remember that deposits and withdrawals must be made using the same method. Pay attention to casinos that allow customers to make transactions using payment systems popular in Africa, such as M-Pesa, PayFast, EasyPay, RAVE, etc.
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Crash betting game assortment




Although the Aviator gambling game is the most popular and optimal, there are other crash games like Spribe Aviator from different manufacturers. See if there are such slots in the arsenal of your chosen casino and try them just for comparison.
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Mobile Gaming Experience




If you prefer to play Aviator online game on the go, you should choose a gambling platform with an adaptive web version for your smartphone, or download a casino application compatible with your device.
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Customer Support




One of the important parameters for selecting a casino is its customer support service. The gaming site you choose must have this service available 24/7 in a language you understand. The staff should be able to assist you with any problem or question you may have.
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Special Bonuses




Carefully study the bonus program of the casino. Pay attention not only to the attractiveness of promotions but also to the conditions for their wagering. So that later it does not turn out that the money you won was dissolved while meeting difficult-to-implement requirements.
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Responsible Gambling




Choose only verified casinos that support responsible gaming. Such platforms implement special tools and resources to prevent the development of gambling addiction. In this way, players monitor their gaming habits and set limits for deposits and bets.
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How to bet in the Aviator Game




Let’s figure out how to play Aviator online game:
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	On the screen, we see an airplane that flies from left to right. While it is flying, large numbers in the center are rapidly changing. This is the coefficient by which your bet is multiplied.
	To place a bet, you need to select its size using the control buttons to the left of the big green one and then click on it (the «Bet» button).
	Once the bet is placed, you wait for the next round and then press the big orange «Cash Out» button before the plane leaves the screen. If successful, the coefficient at which the click was made will be multiplied by your bet. If you fail, your bet is forfeited and you start over.









This is a very exciting and fun process. In order to make the game even more interesting, the creators have provided the possibility of making 2 bets at the same time. In addition, one or both of them can be switched to an automatic mode at once. To do this, you will need to select the bet sizes and multipliers at which the «Cash Out» button will work automatically. Then, you will only need to confirm your participation in the round manually, the software will do the rest for you.
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The «AutoPlay» button allows:




	Set limits on the number of rounds;
	Automatically stop betting when the bankroll decreases or increases to a certain amount;
	Stop when winning the maximum specified amount.









Minimum and Maximum Bets
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You can start playing in the Aviator casino game for 10 cents. This is very handy if you are limited in your bankroll, but want to enjoy the game longer. If you wish, you can always increase the bet size by clicking 1, 2, 5, or $10 or by entering the desired bet size in the appropriate box.




The maximum bet is $100. However, if you think this amount is not big enough, you can place a second bet of the same denomination.













Aviator Game Key Features




In addition to the control buttons of the Aviator slot, there are a number of other equally important features.
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Multiplier panel:
Here you can study the statics of multiplier drops for the last 60 rounds. It is located at the top of the screen.




In-Game Chat:
You can use the in-game messenger to communicate with other players, receive important information, or report any problems in the game.




Betting Statistics:
To get a complete picture of the game and track the bets of other players, you can use the betting statistics, which are located to the left of the main game screen. Here you will find the name of the winner and other players, their bet sizes, the multipliers at which they clicked «Cash Out», etc.
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The dropdown menu in the top right corner:
Here, to the right of the amount of your bankroll, there are settings for sound, music, animation, the «Provably Fair» algorithm, game rules, and other useful information.








Aviator Demo Mode
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For the convenience of players, the Aviator game has such a useful feature as a demo mode called «Fun». It allows players to get acquainted with the functionality of the game, and practice mastering one or another strategy before playing the Aviator game for money. However, in-game chat with other players in the Fun Mode is not available.




You can find this Fun Mode at all reliable online casinos, as well as on the official website of the Spribe developer company. A full description of this mode can be found on our website.








		

			
			Play Demo Game
					

		








Aviator Game Login and Registration




To start playing Aviator online for real money, you should go through the registration process at a casino, which is a standard procedure that takes several minutes. Let’s consider it step by step using the 1Win online casino as an example.
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	Go to the 1win casino website and click the «Register» button;
	In the window that opens, select the registration option (email, phone, or social network);
	Enter your personal data: name, date of birth, home address, etc.;
	Create a username and a password;
	Select a currency from the dropdown menu;
	Confirm your account using the link in the activation email or enter a digital password if activating via phone.









It is done! It remains to make a deposit and start playing.









How to Deposit and Withdrawal Money




Any payment operations are carried out through your personal account. Be attention, deposit and withdrawal methods differ depending on the casino you choose.






Deposit Funds
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Refilling a gaming account is simple and consists of several standard steps:




	Log in to your personal account using your login and password;
	Go to the Cashier section;
	Choose the deposit method that suits you best;
	Specify the amount of the deposit;
	Confirm the action.





Now the process is over and you can start playing the Aviator slot!







Withdraw Money
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It is not difficult to withdraw your winnings from online casino. You just need to log in to your account and visit the «Cashier» section. There, you should choose a withdrawal method that is convenient for you, and then specify the withdrawal amount. Once the request is accepted (usually it doesn’t take more than 24 hours), your winnings will be at your disposal.













Bonuses and Promotions for Aviator Game




Access to various exclusive promotions opens for you after creating a casino account. You can use these offers to enhance your Aviator gaming experience. Let’s look at some of the most popular types: welcome bonus, cashback, free spins, no deposit bonus and others. Sometimes casinos offer special promo codes during registration or for regular players.









How to Win Money in the Aviator Bet Game




Since the game is based on a random number generator, there is no 100% winning strategy or trick that will help you win the game every time. And yet, many players successfully practice some tricks that help answer the question of how to make money in the Aviator money game.




Tricks and Tips




Below we would like to share with you some tips and tricks that we hope will help you get comfortable in the game and start winning.






	Choose a reliable casino. To get started, decide on an online casino or betting site with Aviator game in its arsenal.
	Practice in the free game mode. Before you start playing for real money, carefully study how does the Aviator game work using the fun mode. Move on to the active mode of the game only when you feel completely ready.
	Explore available strategies. ry each one in your game to find the best way to play & win in game Aviator. Once you’ve chosen a strategy, follow it for the rest of your session no matter what.
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	Study the statistics of the game. Before starting the game, carefully observe the betting of other players. Moreover, pay attention to the multiplier table. As a rule, small and large multipliers appear in waves. Start playing after the wave of minimum multipliers has passed.
	Take a break from the game. If you realize that luck is turning away from you, change the activity for a while. Return to the game in 30 minutes or an hour or even the next day. This will help you save not only your wallet but also peace of mind.
	Play for fun. Do not turn the game into an attempt to find funds to pay off debts. Always keep yourself in control, do not lose your temper, and do not go beyond the bankroll assigned for today.














The Most Popular Aviator Game Strategies




By searching the browser, you will find many options for how to beat Aviator betting game. We bring to your attention the most popular strategies available.




Single Bet Strategies




This type of strategy can be divided into three groups:
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	Minimum Risk Group. If you are a beginner or don’t like too much excitement, then this style of play will suit you. This group includes the 1.5x Strategy, which is to make the same small bet and cash it out at 1.5x every time, regardless of whether the plane has left or is still flying.
	Moderate Risk Group, which includes Double Up Strategy. Sticking to the cashout strategy with a 2x multiplier, you get the opportunity to obtain a 100% profit with an average risk value.
	High-Risk Group, which is try to catch the x100 multiplier.









Multi Bet Strategies




Among experienced players, the following two strategies are considered the most popular:
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	2:1 Strategy. The mechanics of the Aviator game allows you to make 2 bets at the same time. You make them so that one of them is 2 times larger than the second one. Thus, a larger bet covers a smaller one, while a smaller one brings you profit.
	1.5x +2x Strategy. As in the previous one, the first bet is twice the second one. This means that the first rate covers expenses, while the second one is used to earn money. As a rule, the first bet is placed automatically, and the second one the player manages manually.









Ultimately, no matter how you play Aviator game and what strategy you choose to win, the game should bring you pleasure and fun and should not be addictive.









Apps to Play Aviator Game Online
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There is currently no official Spribe Aviator app. The game was developed on the HTML5 platform, so it is perfectly adapted to mobile devices with any operating system. If you still want to get the app to make the game even more convenient, you can download the Aviator app on our website or install it from reliable online casino.














Is it possible to hack the Aviator Game?




Note: We do not condone any hacking or cheating activities, including hacking into Aviator or any other online platform. Such activities are not only unethical but also illegal and can lead to serious consequences. It is important to always act honestly and fairly, both online and in real life. Remember that cheating ultimately undermines the integrity of the platform and your own sense of fair play.




There is a lot of information on the Internet about the game supposedly being hacked and even offers to download the corresponding APK. There are special tools like Aviator Predictor that claim to be able to predict game results. But be careful, they do not give a 100% guarantee of winning. Also, we would not encourage you to believe in such things, because the Aviator game is based on the latest «Provably Fair» technology.




Provably Fair System
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This technology uses an algorithm to generate random results and does not allow anyone to interfere in this process. At the same time, each player can track the whole process after the round has been played. Any interference will be immediately detected and the security service of the gaming portal will instantly identify the hacker. At least to date, no one has been able to do this.




Thus, if you see an offer to hack the Aviator game, this is a scam that is not worth your attention at all.
















Is the Spribe Aviator Game legal in South Africa?






	Authority	License Number
	The UK Gambling Commission (UKGC)	000-057302-R-333085-001
	Malta Gaming Authority (MGA)	RN/189/2020
	Gibraltar Gaming Commission	Full Approval
	South Africa WCGRB	10189818-001
	Romania National Gaming Office	785/24.04.2020








Generally, the legality of gaming software is determined by two parameters:




	A producer’s license;
	Permission to use this game in a particular country.





In this case, both of these requirements are fully met. The developer company Spribe OU holds 5 gambling licenses.








As we can see, not only is the manufacturer properly licensed, but one of its licenses is specifically for the African market. Therefore, the legality of the Aviator game in South Africa and other countries of the continent is beyond doubt









Summary




Thus, let’s summarize and see what are the real advantages and drawbacks of the Aviator online betting game






Pros




	Fast and exciting
	Big win opportunity
	Based on the «Provably Fair» technology
	High RTP rate (97%)
	Availability of a free fun mode
	Adapted for Android & iOS
	In-game communication option








Cons




	Lack of official application
	High volatility














FAQ






How to win big in the Aviator Game?



Start with small bets, gradually increasing their size. Consecutive bets with a higher multiplier will allow you to win big in Aviator. Be patient and stick to the chosen strategy, and then luck will surely smile at you.







How to make money in Aviator?



To do this, you should carefully study several winning strategies, hone your skills in a fun mode and then start playing for real money in one of the reliable online casinos. By following the chosen strategy and the tips and tricks on our website, you can quite significantly replenish your wallet.







What is the RTP of Aviator?



An important factor in choosing the Aviator game is the high RTP, which is 97%. In other words, potentially players have a higher chance of winning. Aviator by Spribe offers greater long-term returns.







How long is the game session?



Usually, the duration of the Aviator round does not exceed 30 seconds, which is approximately equal to the x10 multiplier. However, sometimes the plane may be a little delayed. In this case, the round can last several minutes, and then your patience will be rewarded!







How to cheat in this game?



The Aviator betting game is based on the “Provably Fair” technology. The algorithm of the slot does not allow anyone to interfere in its process. Any player can track the result of each round. It completely eliminates the possibility of scamming and cheating.
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Author
Rudi Mhlongo
Rudi Mhlongo is an avid South African gambler turned gambling writer who now pens specialized strategy guides on the Aviator crash game for aviator-games.co.za. Drawing on over a decade of first-hand experience spinning the reels and riding the highs and lows of Aviator crash sessions, Rudi leverages his expertise to create comprehensive tips for South African players. His weekly Aviator crash columns analyze the volatility, math, and strategy behind this unique style of crash betting. Rudi breaks down complex statistics and probabilities into understandable insights that both novice and seasoned players can use to make better bets and decisions at the Aviator rounds.
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					Aviator-Games.co.za is an independent source of information about online casinos and online casino games and is not controlled by any gambling operator or any other institution. All our reviews and guides are made honestly, according to the knowledge and opinions of the members of our independent team of experts. However, these reviews and guides should be understood for informational purposes only and should not be considered as legal advice. Always make sure you meet all legal requirements before playing at any casino.

By visiting our website you agree to our Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy. 18+

				

			

		
	














